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ABSTRACT

The analysis of methods for the determination of reactivity revealed an essential influence of
spatial effect on the measurement precision. Using of reverse point kinetic equation for reactivity
meter is assumed that the average neutron flux weigh with the importance function is known at
every moment of the transient. In fact, reactivity meter represent behaviour of the neutron flux
only of the part of the core, so measured value of reactivity can differ from really reactivity.
Three-dimensional dynamic model of the core allow to evaluate such difference.

It is supposed to evaluate correction factor for the neutron flux measured at the place where ion
chamber situated with the three-dimensional model NOSTRA of the VVER core. On the basis of
such algorithm we propose to build module allowing the influence of spatial effects on the results
of the reactivity meter to be eliminated at real time regime. This code will be incorporated into
the core monitoring system "BLOK" (SCORPIO type) which is being developed for the Kola and
Rostov NPP. The report illustrates utilization of such algorithm. '

The problem on reactivity measurement by the method of rod drop in the VVER reactors and the
influence of spatial effects were many times discussed within the framework of AER, particularly
at the 9-th and 10-th Symposiums, and also at a special seminar on these problems held in
Moscow in 1999.

The reason for our reference to the problem of spatial effects at measurement of reactivity is the
development of software complex "BLOCK" of upgraded in-core monitoring system. We propose
to build a special software module within the complex, which will allow to process the readings
of ion chambers to obtain the reactivity value using the knowledge about spatial effects caused by
control rods drop during nominal measurements of reactivity.
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Many authors point out that spatial effects appearing in the course of control rods drop into the
core have essential influencing on the measurement results of introduced reactivity, especially in
case of large negative reactivity. Let's review the gear of this influence.

The balance of neutrons in the reactor can be recorded with the help of the following system of
equations:

vdt '• ' - - • Y ' - ' S 0 )

at

where ji(r, t) is neutron density;

is an operator depicting the generation of prompt neutrons;
Mr,

Q is

L is an operator depicting the diffusion of neutrons in space (and, probably, delay);
C, is concentration of emitters of delayed neutrons in group i;
Xj is constant decay of emitters of delayed neutrons in group i;

/?, is effective fraction of delayed neutrons in group i, ^ Pi ~ P \
i=l

S is an external source of neutrons.

For a linear case in the absence of feedback, alongside with (1) and using operators L and Q,
intrinsic to this equation, there can be recorded a quasi-critical equation.

(2)

and the following equation for importance neutrons cp+ can be recorded in a general view, if
operators L and Q are not self-ajoint,
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It is known from theory [1], that both equation (1), and equations (2, 2 ') have a single positive
solution n > 0 >, 0 and an appropriate value of p.

By multiplying (1) scalarly by <p, and equation (2) by n and subtracting one from the other, we
shall receive:

(n,<p)
Here A = —.—^-r- is an average mean time of generating the prompt neutrons,

V{".Q<P)

¥'

< n, >, < n, Q >, < Ci, > - time-dependent integrals on the reactor volume

Usually measurement of reactivity is carried out at input conditions — = 0,— = 0

Thus, a "precise" system of equations is obtained, where, alongside with other values, the required
parameter p is included. It is necessary to mark, that reactivity p, acquired from the solution of
equation (3) is a functional, bound with several integrals on volume of the whole reactor, i.e. p
describes the reactor as a whole.

A precise experimental calculation of the above integrals is practically impossible. The standard
measuring system is limited by use of ex-core ion chambers. The signals from these chambers are
delivered to reactivity meter. The algorithm of reactivity meter operation includes the solution of
reverse point kinetic equations. This model is based on the assumption, that there takes place a

separation of time and spatial variables w ' r> '-"(OPv) _ This fact corresponds to the situation,
when the drop rate of neutron flux is equal in all points of the core. At such assumption equations
(3) transfer to (4)
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dN _ p - p
dt ~ A

' = -' - A,C,
dt A (4)

It is necessary to stress, that equations (4) are used in reactivity meter during all the process of
measurement (and up to going out to asymptotics), when N (t) is substituted by the value of
neutron flux in point ' V - the point of ion chamber disposition n(rk,t).

Let's point out, that the conditions of going out to asymptotics correspond to the moment, when
the form of distribution of emitters of delayed neutrons ceases to vary. Such conditions appear in
a certain period of time after the disturbance introduction. This period of time depends on the
value of the inserted reactivity. The greater is the inserted reactivity, the greater is the value of
asymptotics. Fir instance, if a single control rod is dropped into the VVER core, the asymptotics
is achieved in ~100-=-300 seconds after the drop, which is suitable for a reactor experiment. At the
drop of emergency protection, when negative reactivity of ~10(3 is introduced into the core, the
asymptotics is not reached within the time periods accessible in the experiment. The estimations
show, that it would need ~105 seconds. Before asymptotics there takes place a spatial
rearrangement of neutron flux in the core.

Moreover, as it follows from calculation and experimental researches, the current in the outside
ion chamber is proportional to the neutron flux of the nearest fuel assemblies (FA) of the core.
Taking into account, that the measurements are carried out before reaching the asymptotics, the
spatial effects lead to the fact, that n(rk,t) from (4) may essentially differ from < n (r, t), (p(r) >
from (3), consequently, also the value of reactivity obtained from (4) can essentially differ from
the true value of reactivity. It is obvious, the nearer is n(rk,t) to < n (r, t), cp(r) >, the more precise
is the experimental value of reactivity.

It is possible to refine the experiment, if to deliver value

(5)

to the entry of reactivity meter instead of n(rk,t), where ncxp(rk,t) and ncalc(rk,t) are experimental

and calculated values of neutron flux in the place of chamber location, accordingly;
n (rt,t) and ncak{rk,t), cp+(r) are to be calculated with the help of a 3D dynamic model of the
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The above method (formula 5) of introduction of a calculated correction allows to eliminate the
influence of spatial effects on the results of reactivity measurement, provided that the used 3D
model of the reactor dynamics is capable to imitate correctly those processes taking place in the
core at drop of control rods. Therefore, the model used in processing of measurement data, should
be verified on the experiments of investigated class.

It is possible to suspect that 3D dynamic models were used in different methods to specify the
readings of reactivity meters. The example of one of the methods was proposed at the 10-th
Symposium of AER [1] by the authors of this article. The method proposed in the present report,
seems to be preferable, since it preserve a standard method of measurement, connected with the
traditional comprehension of reactivity. In accordance with this method and within the framework
of the existing standard reactivity measurement under the readings of ion chambers the calculated
correction under formula (5) is to be introduced.

It is necessary to emphasize, that broad application of corrections obtained with the help of
calculation methods is quite a common practice used in reactor experiments, as all the reactor
measurements are indirect. The practice of experimental rating of FA power by the readings of in-
core detector in the VVER-1000 reactor may serve as an example. In this algorithm the power of
FA is determined on the basis of the values of electric current in rhodium detector by means of
transformation of this current into the power of adjacent fuel rods with the help of coefficients
calculated in advance and the subsequent transformation of power of these fuel rods into the
power of sites of all fuel rods, situated at a certain height of fuel assembly. The present methods
of correction introduction also affords to receive the value of integral characteristic - reactivity-
by the value of neutron flux in local area n(rk,t) with allowance for calculation coefficient

Let's review several examples of application of our method to correct the experiments on
reactivity measurement. These experiments use code NOSTRA as model of spatial dynamics.
Code NOSTRA is supplied with additional capabilities to model the reading of outside ion

chambers, and also to calculate a correction coefficient ssls.—i—'. i_ j n the course of

dynamic process. Importance function <p+(r) is preliminary calculated also with the help of code
NOSTRA. Moreover, code NOSTRA is additional supplied with the module of quasi-critical
calculation of Keff value at any moment of the transient. This value enables to estimate the
accuracy of our method.

The experiment on determination of weight of emergency protection during launch 17 of fuel
campaign at Unit 4 of Kola NPP is reviewed. In state HZP of power all the control rods are
dropped, except for control rod 293; the process is controlled by ion chamber in position 3 (Fig.
1). The experimental values of the acquired reactivity, and also the outcomes of processing of
experiment with the help of the presented method are adduced in Fig. 2.
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Due to peculiarities in the location of ion chamber 3 and sticking control rod 293 in relation to
each other the readings of reactivity meter supplied with signals from this chamber, considerably
differ from the genuine value of imposed reactivity. At that the critical role is played by spatial
effects. With the help of simulation of the drop process of the program under codeNOSTRA the

. value of correction factor ' ^ ^r" during all the process is found (Fig. 3). The entering of

the found correction (as it is described by formula (5)), allows to correct essentially the
measurement result. The curve of corrected experimental reactivity lies close to the reactivity
calculated under quasi-criticism - deviation makes ~5-=-6 %.

A new example is the experiment on measurement of efficiency of emergency protection at start-
up of Rostov NPP, Unit 1, campaign 1. In state HZP of power all CPS CR, except one, arranged
in cell 38, were dropped to the core. The initial position of working bank is 60 % from the core
bottom. In this experiment the measurement is carried out by ion chamber 8. The disposition of
control rods and ion chambers are adduced in Fig. 4. The measurement and modeling results are
presented in Fig. 5 and 6.

Ion chambers 8 and 16 are arranged away from sticking CPS CR, and therefore, because of
arising spatial effects, it does not allow to measure the imposed reactivity with adequate accuracy.

The introduction of correction coefficient ' (Fig. 7) allows to increase significantly

the measurement accuracy. The comparison of the corrected measurement result with the value of
reactivity obtained by quasi-critical calculation, gives the value of measurement inaccuracy of ~
3 %.

It is necessary to stress, that according with (formulas 2, 2' and 3) for the accurate value of
reactivity, <p*(r) function have to be build for the core condition, that corresponds with moment
of the transient process in which we want to know reactivity. Reactivity value, obtained from (3
or 6) with <p+(r), built for the end of transient, is not correct for every moment of transient,
except of the end. For accurate value of reactivity for intermediate moment one need to build
importance function for intermediate states. However, for above examples that remark cannot
sufficiently refine the results.

The above examples justify the practical feasibility of the proposed method for refinement of
reactor experiments on identification of imposed reactivity by «a drop method».

Within the framework of software complex "BLOCK" of the upgraded in-core monitoring system
there is provided a module permitting to make corrections in the data of experiments at real time
regime. For practical implementation of this method it is necessary to know beforehand the nature
of the process in order to calculate importance function <p+(r) for the finalstate, and also to model
the readings of reactivity meter ncalc(rk,t). In the course of measurement a "quasi-critical"
reactivity calculation will be periodically made in order to compare them with the corrected
experimental values.
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Figure 1. Map of disposition of CPS CR and ion chambers in reactor VVER-440 of Koia
NPP.
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Figure 2. Measurement of weight if emergency protection by a "drop method" at the
beginning of campaign 17 at Unit 4 of Kola NPP, Hot Zero power, CPS CR is
stuck in the upper position; results of measurement, modeling and processing by
means of new method.
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Figure 3. Value of correction coefficient at drop of emergency protection at the beginning of
campaign 17 at Unit 4 of Kola NPP.
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Figure 4. Scheme of disposition of control rods in outside the reactor ion chambers at Unit 1
of Rostov NPP.
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Figure 5. Measurement of weight if emergency protection by a "drop method" at the
beginning of campaign 1 at Unit 1 of Rostov NPP, Hot Zero power, CPS CR is
stuck in the upper position; results of measurement by chamber 8, modeling
under code Nostra by means of new method.
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Figure 6. Measurement of weight if emergency protection by a "drop method" at the
beginning of campaign 1 at Unit 1 of Rostov NPP, Hot Zero power, CPS CR is
stuck in the upper position; results of measurement by chamber 16, modeling
under code Nostra by means of new method.
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Figure 7. Value of correction coefficient at drop of emergency protection at the beginning
of campaign 1 at Unit of Rostov NPP.
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